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RESEARCH OF ALLOCATION EFFECT OF HEAT-RELEASING 
ELEMENTS TO THE OPTIMAL DIMENSION  

OF RADIO-ELECTRONIC DEVICES

Anatoly Sinotin, Oleksandr Tsymbal, Viktor Palagin, Svetlana Sotnik

Abstract: The effect of heat-releasing elements allocation in the heated area of Radio-Electronic Devices (RED) 
to the optimal size of unit, functioning in the stationary mode is considered. The article contains experimental data, 
which confirm the theoretical researches.
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1. Introduction
The computation and design of heat-loaded 

devices in radio-electronics systems need the 
thermal modes to be taken in account. The irreg-
ular concentration of heat-releasing elements as 
well as the application of elements with different 
dissipated power in the volume of the device pro-
vides inhomogeneous heat-release. That’s why 
with others [1] it needs to deal with parameter of 
irregular power density distribution (W/m3) for 

heat sources 
W

β .

The given parameter 
W

β  can be derived 
from general solution of heat transfer for qua-
si-homogeneous and heat-transfer anisotropic 
body (the heated zone of the device, the tight 
installation [1]) in form of a parallelepiped with 

sizes zyx 222  ⋅⋅  with irregular symmetric 
distribution of heat sources power. That is the 
heat exchange on Newton’s law (boundary con-
ditions of 3d type) with zero initial conditions at 
the boundary.

The goal of the research is to determine the 
impact of heat-releasing elements allocation in the 
heated zone to the thermal mode of device.

2. The analysis 
The currently developed methods of tempera-

ture field’s calculation for RED make it possible 
to determine the thermal mode of the proposed 
device [1]. However, the design process needs 
the selection of construction, of size, volume, 
dissipated power, cooling mode of device as to 
pre-defined temperature. 

The methods of analysis solve this task by cal-
culation of several variants of device construction 
with the method of probes [1, 2]. The resulting 
variant isn’t always optimal, while calculation 

process is complex.
The problem of normal thermal mode supple-

ment can be solved by three methods [2]:
– using of heat-resistant electric and radio 

elements;
–decrease of power, dissipated by elements;
– rational design and selection of a reliable 

cooling mode. 
The selection of cooling mode depends of the 

application of RED and exploitation conditions. 
To select the cooling system the thermal density 
criterion is used:

– up to 10 W/m2 – natural air-cooling;
– up to 1000 W/m2 – forced air-cooling;
– up to 50000 W/m2 – liquid cooling;
– greater 500000 W/m2 – evaporative cooling 

systems.
Work [1] considers two stages of RED design: 

the experimental (model) and the technical. To 
cut the terms of design at the first stage the basic 
document is a technical order and the experimental 
electric scheme (customer-defined). The technical 
order needs to contain information on maximal 
temperature of workspace and basic reliability 
parameters.

In its turn the electric scheme defines the possi-
ble number of elements of every type ( in ) number 
of their types (m), dissipated power W.

The technical order defines the volume ( iV ), 
the dissipated energy ( iW ), the accepted temper-
ature for element’s surface (ϑ i) or for workspace, 
the recommended coefficients of loading for power 
( iK ), parameters of reliability.

Using the mentioned information the designer 
has to solve two following tasks:

Task A – for given volume V and geometrical 
parameters of device to determine if the thermal 
mode and reliability of device are greater than 
technical norms and order; to make solution on 
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base of moderate surface temperature of chassis 
and for all the elements.

After, there is proposed to specify the thermal 
mode as to most heated element. As a criterion of 
most heated element, there is proposed the formula: 
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Task B – for given reliability parameters to 
determine the minimal possible volume of device 
and to select the dimensions and thermal conditions 
for every element for conditions of natural cooling.

The solution of these tasks is supplied by ap-
proximation probing method.

The rise of composition density and the de-
crease of air consumption (because of air speed in 
tube) are limited by increase of power consumption 
caused by hydraulic resistance. 

Starting from some level of composition den-
sity, the rise of dimension, weight and power con-
sumption for fans don’t compensate the decreased 
air consumption, that’s why it important to look for 
limits of composition density. 

It’s possible to consider the element’s block as 
a parallelepiped of size m2,01,01,0Lbb ××=××  
and РEL.. = 50 W.

The fill factor:
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The coefficient of air consumption 
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 .

It gives the connection between h and )K(K .fill , 
that gives the value of h and the setting of optimal 
density for every density (for every .fillK ), provid-
ing the decrease of number of cooling air for the 
construction without notable rise of pressure loss 
and possible selection of .fillK  at the design stage.

The serious obstacle on size reduction and RED 
reliability rise is in keeping of acceptable thermal 
mode [1], which depends of three factors: thermal 
characteristics of elements, construction of device, 
its cooling system.

Since the thermal parameters of elements are 
fixed by the technical order, the thermal modes of 
elements are excluded from optimal conditions. 

That’s why the optimal construction of design 
possibility is an actual problem.

As it is known, the possible range of tem-
peratures for discreet elements is 10-15%, that 
makes the application of special cooling systems 
necessary.

The dimension, weight and reliability of RED 
are essentially defined by the thermal characteris-
tics of the elements, especially by the heat-releas-
ing elements.

Work [3] considers the principles of optimal 
allocation of elements in RED with effective forced 
cooling.

It’s shown, that the traditional constructions of 
air-cooling systems with common air tube, distrib-
uted between different units, are the worst from the 
reliability supplement point of view.

The independent units of RED can be efficiently 
executed as elongated parallelepipeds with heat 
carrier along bigger side

The common recommendations on practical 
distribution of elements with different dissipated 
power can be proposed. Work [1] continues the 
research on optimization of air-cooling systems. 
The generalization of practical researches for big 
number of REDs on base of methods of optimal 
dislocation and design [2] has the following results 
and recommendation:

– correct orientation of unit on air movement 
decreases the failure number for 11%;

– optimal location of boards inside every chan-
nel decreases the failure number for 13-19%;

– optimal distribution of air between channels 
decreases the failure number for 12%; 

– serial expulsion of boards in comparison to 
parallel decreases the failure number for 12%;

– partial optimization of elements allocation 
as to method [1] decreases the failure number for 
25-30%, the full optimization – up to 45%.

It should be noticed, that the full optimization of 
elements allocation in block is hard to do, because 
the element’s position is defined by a number of 
factors as electric scheme, manufacturing technol-
ogy, ability for overhaul etc.

The partial optimization is possible just always. 
At the design stage there can be provided the right 
orientation of unit as to air movement direction and 
the optimal distribution of air between channels. 
The correct allocation of boards in channel and 
of radio-elements on board can be executed in a 
partial way as to [1].

The general analysis of results shows the de-
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scription of failure intensity as 
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with l, l1 – are the calculated values of failure in-
tensity for real and criterion-changed optimization 
of RED and it is essentially dependent of thermal 
mode intensity. 

Then thermal mode is more intensive, the effect 
of failure decreases.

Figure 1 shows the dependence of failure in-
tensity Dl of the thermal mode intensity 0т /ll   
( тl  – failure intensity at real temperature of ele-
ments; 0l  – failure intensity at element’s temper-
ature equal to air temperature) for different kinds 
of optimization. 

Figure 1 shows, that at 4,0/ 0т ≤ll  the optimal 
allocation isn’t efficient. At 8,0/5,0 0т <ll<  
the decrease of failures is about 20 – 50%.  Here 
the allocation of blocks (partial optimization) has 
matter. At 0т /ll  > 0,8 the optimal allocation of 
blocks and elements has great matter because of 
optimal construction effect to RED reliability.
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Fig. 1. Dependence of failure intensity decrease of 
thermal mode and of type of optimization

The general problem of Radio-Electronic 
Device synthesis as to a given thermal mode is 
presented in [2].

The RED-synthesis is considered as a task of 
numeric determination of device’s form parame-
ters (of heated zone), of thermal coefficients for 
heat sources and outlets, which supply the needed 

space-time variation of ),z,y,x(t .need τ  for the 
thermal device field, caused by technical design 
scheme, electric scheme, mechanical impacts etc.

The settings of the synthesis task define the 

need:
– to set the needed space-time variation of 

),z,y,x(t .need τ  for the thermal device field;
– to set the accepted limitations for every of 

synthesis parameters;
– to calculate the numeric values of synthesis 

parameters, which supplies the needed space-time 
variation for the thermal device field.

3. Main part
Using the method of double separation of 

variables [2] to solve the differential equation of 
thermal conductivity [2] with the first member of 
general solution one can get the following equation 

for 
W

β  in a stationary mode:

;
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here P – is the power of all the heat sources 

W,P
n

1i
i∑

=

;

іΚ   – is the coefficient of heat transfer from  
i–edge to workspace, W / (m2·K);

іl  – is the coefficient of heat transfer along the 
axis of symmetry for parallelepiped ,z,y,xі =  
W/ (m·К).

The eugenvalues іµ  (taken from Table 1) are 
presented in the function of Biot-criterion for the 
boundary conditions of 3d type in work [3].

Therefore, the connection between the param-
eters of thermal physical design – the accepted 
maximal temperature of overheat 0ϑ  degrees and 
the dissipated power, taking in account parameter 

W
β  [1] is described by the expression:

062,3 ϑβ
β
=⋅Ρ

⋅W
 .                                    (5)
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The constructive conditions to minimize para- 
meter Wβ  for condition of uniform power distri-
bution are also considered in [1].

To estimate the conditions of Wβ  parameter 
minimization let’s consider the solution of ex-
pression (1) for the very uneven case of power 
distribution, when the heat sources with power  
are concentrated in symmetric limited volumes 

zyx a2a2a2 ⋅⋅  (Fig. 1) along one of the axis. The 
integration of equation (1) under conditions (2) – 
(4) (Fig. 1) and the following transformations lead 
to the following equations:  
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with .z,y,xі =   
For case of a point source, Table. 1 (limit irreg-

ularity of power distribution ο→іa ) and
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Table 1. For case of a point source
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0,5 0,39 1,2 0,9 0,23 1,1 0,9 
1 0,51 1,4 0,9 0,31 1,1 0,7 
2 0,69 1,8 0,8 0,39 1,2 0,6 
5 0,74 2,5 0.6 0,47 1,3 0,3 
10 0,78 3,0 0.4 0,51 1,4 0,2 
50 0,82 3,7 0,1 0,55 1,5 0,1 
 0,83 3,9 0,0 0,56 1,6 0,0 

 
The table contains the numerical values of 

W
β  

for the limit cases, when the power is concentrated 
in the center of the heated zone ( 0/h zz = ) or 
for the peripheral zone ( 1/h zz = ). Also it has 
positions of sources 0zz )/h(  , corresponding to 

1
W

=β  for different values of іΒ  criterion.
The calculations use the same conditions of heat 

transfer for boundary і
іі Β=Β .

Expression (7) shows, that at small values 

of іΒ  criterion, if according to (3) isin µ≈µ ,  

and 1
l
h

cos
z

z
z ≈µ , parameter 1

W
≈β  is independ-

ent of sources location )l/h( zz , and the minimi-

zation of 
W

β  is impossible.

The values of criterion іΒ  and the concentration 
of sources in the center (Table 1, 0/h zz = ) 
lead to essential increase of 

W
β , which reaches 

fourfold to regular power distribution ( 1
W

=β ) at 
∞=Βі . The concentration of heat-release at the 

peripheral zone ( 1/h zz → ) makes the decrease 
of Wβ . Starting from values ( zz l/h ) there is 
minimization of Wβ  parameter (in comparison to 
regular power distribution).

To check the obtained theoretical laws the 
temperature tests on thermal models of Radio-Elec-
tronic devices for different laws of power concen-
tration ( zz /h  ) in the volume of heated zone are 
provided. The experiments were carried out under 
natural air-conditioning ( 3,2і =Β ).

The heated zone of thermal model was 
assembled of nine fiberglass boards of size 

.mm5,1130130 ××  As heat sources of boards the 
resistors MLT-2, 11kΩ were used.

The regular distribution of power was created 
by electric supplement of all the boards. The dis-
connection of central and the following boards at 
constant dissipated power P=25 W imitated the 
source’s concentration change from regular to pe-

ripheral ( 10/h zz −= ). The results of thermal 
tests are presented in Figure 2. 
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z
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2

 
Fig. 2. The location of heat sources  

in the lead zone volume
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At Fig. 2. element 1 – the heated zone of RED 
is in the form of a parallelepiped zyx 222  ⋅⋅   
and 2 – heat sources of size zух а2а2а2 ⋅⋅  are 
with power density  W - W/m3. 

The numeric values of parameter Wβ , calculat-
ed from expression (6), correspond to experimental 
data (Fig. 3). 

0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,4
0,8

0,9

βω

h/lz z 
Fig. 3. The experimental and computed values of 

parameter ( )l/h( zzWW
β=β  at 3,2і =Β  

At fig. 3 line – is calculations on expression (6). 
At fig. 3 line - - - - is the experiment.

The analytic and experimental researches of 
power distribution law effect to the temperature 
mode of RED give the following conclusions and 
recommendations for thermal physical design of 
RED.

4. Summary
1. The numeric values of  parameters can be 

determined from the given law of heat sources 
(RED) allocation according to expressions (1), (6);

2. For the high-scale RED and devices with 
intensive surface cooling of heated zone ( 2i >Β ) 
 there is need that the peripheral allocation of 
heat-releasing elements and powerful heat sources 
with minimal relational distance from central zone 
for zz l/h  is provided (see Table 1). It leads to 

minimization of 
W

β  parameter, to the increase of 
surface cooling efficiency and for specified max-
imal over-heating gives greater values of power, 
dissipated by construction of RED (5).

3. For the small-scale RED ( m15,0< ), for 
conditions of natural cooling ( )/(5 KmW ×=Κ   

and )/(2,0 KmW ×=l  [1] assure 2i >Β  and 
irregular character of power distribution can be 

neglected if 1
W

=β  for expression 5 (see Table 1).
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